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port him in a conflict with Austria, if the truth should leak
out that the murder had 'been hatched in the capital of
Serbia with the aid of a high officer in the Serbian General
Staff and other members of a secret Serbian society notori-
ous for their political assassinations in the past. He was
certainly in a very difficult and embarrassing position. He
wanted to avert the murder because of its potential terri-
ble consequences. But to have warned Austria of the facts,
in the only way which would have been effective, would
have been to reveal his own cognizance of a plot and to
confess one more to the long list of assassinations plotted
in Serbia against the Dual Monarchy. Under these circum-
stances may he not have sent the Serbian Minister in
Vienna some hint which led the latter to express to Bilinski
his doubts about the loyalty of Bosnian troops and the
general undesirability of the Archduke's proposed trip? In
such a case Jovanovitch would of course have sought to give
the impression that he was speaking unofficially and merely
on his own initiative. This is a very common practice in
diplomacy. Innumerable examples of it may be seen in the
recent publications from the German, Russian, and English
archives. When one government desires to sound another,
or to give a hint, on an especially delicate subject, it is
a well-recognized ruse to instruct its ambassador to bring
'up the subject for discussion, but to preface it with the
assurance that he is merely "expressing his own private
personal opinion," or simply "acting on his own initiative."
The fact that Spalaikovitch in St. Petersburg could also
issue so quickly after the assassination the statement that
Belgrade had "warned" Vienna, suggests that Pashitch had
hinted to him, as well as to Jovanovitch, something of the
danger impending and the indirect step which had been
taken to try to avert it. Furthermore, it was scarcely
within the bounds of diplomatic etiquette and propriety
for the Serbian Minister in Vienna to assume to interfere

